FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Jordan & Jordan’s Market Data Outsourcing Practice Global Expansion
New York, May 6, 2010 - Jordan & Jordan, a preeminent market data, management consulting and
information technology provider, announced today that they are expanding their business in Europe and
have been selected by a Tier-1 Investment Bank with headquarters in London to outsource the business
management function of the firm’s global market data department.
This engagement increases Jordan & Jordan’s presence in Europe as the success of their market data
outsourcing business stateside expands to the London marketplace. “Jordan & Jordan is excited to
expand our market data service applying the same principals we use in our U.S. based operations which
includes focusing on business process improvement, expense management and compliance,” stated Tom
Jordan, President and Chief Executive Officer of Jordan & Jordan.
Tim Glenister, recently promoted to Managing Director, will lead the Jordan & Jordan Market Data
Practice in London and oversee a team of market data analysts to satisfy the needs of our client. “Our
commitment is to satisfy our client’s requirements by improving the overall market data business
management function and implementing more efficient market data processes,” stated Glenister.
Jordan & Jordan’s professionals bring a broad range of market data experience gleaned from all
segments of the industry: brokerage firms, market data vendors and exchanges. Jordan & Jordan has
been able to effectively integrate the knowledge and expertise of these resources into a cohesive team to
provide market data focused services to clients. Tom Etheridge will continue to lead the Market Data
Practice for clients in the US and Canada and Leo Vozel will continue to focus on exchanges and index
providers.
Contact
Kathleen McGovern, Director, Jordan & Jordan, mcgovern@jandj.com, +1 212 652 4463

About Jordan & Jordan
Jordan & Jordan (J&J) is a market data, management consulting, and information technology services
firm specializing in the financial services and securities industry. J&J brings seasoned industry
professionals with practical experience in the financial services industry to work with our clients to meet
the technology needs of their end users. J&J's market data practice has assisted firms by managing
multiple global market data risk assessment and compliance initiatives, coordinating multiple expense
management initiatives, providing outsourcing services and interim staffing, and performing market data
audits. Through the management consulting and technology practices, J&J has also assisted industry
firms in providing solutions by evaluating business alternatives, developing practical strategies, selecting
or developing suitable technology solutions, assisting in order routing execution technology, providing
trade analytics and creating action plans and managing project implementation. Additionally, J&J
manages the Financial Information Forum, FIX Protocol Limited and RIXML. Jordan & Jordan has offices
in New York, London and Chicago. For additional information please visit: http://www.jandj.com.

